INTRODUCTION

Every individual animal is diverse and distinct both within and across species and breed levels, and this diversity encompasses from their molecular and cellular composition to their responses against pathogens. This fact explains the unsynchronized correlates of vaccination responses, and sources of immune-state variability. The “Precision Medicine” addresses the panomic analysis and system biological approaches to underpin the genetic and phenotypic variations and their exploitation to assess the efficiency of a specific treatment or immunization. This emerging discipline has recently gained attention in human disease dynamics and hold tremendous potential for future research in model animals. Cumulative knowledge of contemporary veterinary precision medicine would help to advance not only livestock health but would also facilitate rationalization of studying medical pathogens and drugs validation.

MESSAGES IN NOISE: EXPLORING THE OMICS DATA FOR PRECISION MEDICINE

With the advancement of current technologies such as MinION by Oxford Nanopore (Bayley, 2015) and recently invented “Gene Expression in a Drop” (Klein et al., 2015), generation of the gigantic genetic information has not only been revolutionized but also has become cheaper, accessible and affordable. On one hand machine-driven data is abundant, on the other hands the tools required to unlock the messages has lagged behind in several aspects. Comparative global gene expression within same experimental settings display biological variations indicating the importance of fine-tuned and advanced tools to not only catch these messages from huge datasets but also to conveniently interpret and link to individuals (Figure 1). Certainly, a cloud-base accumulation and universal access to this data in future would leave an open option to pinpoint the hidden messages and their exploitation in the benefit of mankind and veterinary medicine.

VARIABILITY IN ACTIVE IMMUNIZATION: WHAT TO FIND FOR PRECISION MEDICINE?

The eventual aim of vaccination, through administration of diverse kind of vaccines, is to induce an enough level of antibodies against subject-specific antigen that could protect animals from invading pathogens (Tsang, 2015). While the responses to vaccination are determined at different time points, using different methodologies and interest-specific interpretation, an efficient protection should co-relate at...
least independent of time points. However, this is usually not the case especially when other contributing factors are to be considered. The extent of technical and biological variations is fundamental and crucial to estimate the reliability and applicability of vaccination regimes (Figure 2). In this regard, correlates and predictors of immune responses might be individual animal-specific. This specificity could possible lead to the failure of vaccine success in the field conditions. For instances, the expression of interferon-regulated-genes in avian species is differentially regulated in males compared to females of similar genetic background. This gender-specific expression is linked to the association of the interferons (at least Type I IFNs) to the sex chromosome. While interferons and interferon-regulated genes are central to vaccine induced protection, failure to consider the gender in the correlates of protection might lead to misleading interpretations.

These intrinsic factors, correlates and predictors of potent immunisation may not completely account for the immunisation, the inter-species or inter-breed variations could also be due to pre-existing immunity. While most of experimental studies monitor the pre-existing subject-specific immunity, however, it remained unclear and unexplainable the primed adaptive and innate immunity or the immunity induced by the cross-protection. Thought, it is matter of comprehensiveness of the pre-existing immunity, it is worth considering the marker of immunity. For instance, the effector memory for the CD4+ T cell subsets negatively co-relates with primed pathogens and the cross-neutralization of the micro-sera with all possible related antigens. However, extensive research is needed to identify an explicit marker of primed individuals and the markers that are exclusive to that particular pathogen/stimulus.

Figure 1: Heat-map of high throughput transcriptomics data
Circles indicate the variability between three replicates, and the potential to explore the hidden meaning in this variability

Figure 2: A model for individual and technical variability in immunological responses against influenza viruses

GENETIC BASES OF INDIVIDUAL VARIABILITY—AN ESTABLISHED BASES FOR PRECISION MEDICINE

Exploring extensive datasets, based on microarray, high throughput sequencing and metadata sets, it is evident that there are individual-specific SNPs and genetic variations that could correlate to the variability in immunological induction and responses to pathogens (Ananthakrishnan et al., 2015). Such factors are excellent biomarker to predict biological status of the individuals. What factors and forces drive heritability and genetic variations are not clearly known in any living being.

CURRENT HURDLES IN VETERINARY PRECISION MEDICINE

There are several outstanding barriers to remove in order to excel in the field of veterinary precision medicine. Undoubtedly, establishment of unified and globally acceptable experimental regimes are required to reduce technical variability, facilitate reproducibility and re-exploring possibilities of the data wherever and whenever needed. One of the major barriers is to assess the state of individual cells in terms of their proteomics, transcririmics, metabolomics and epigenetics. With the development of droplet-based high throughput sequencing methodologies (Klein, et al., 2015), this individual cell level information will be phenomenal in understanding the variability within cell populations. The cumulative data would help to mitigate future studies and robust biological insights.
CONCLUSIONS

Increased resolution, effectiveness and scalability in latest and emerging technologies would yield meaningful biological datasets, integrative computational methodologies and correlates of disease dynamics and vaccine responses. The cumulative gained information can then be exploited in empowering better vaccine design and efficacy. Owing to extensive use of vaccines in livestock and poultry, these precisions and advancements are urgently needed in veterinary medicine to rationalize the immunization in animals.
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